
MACSSA CWB Team and DHS Phone Consult Minutes 

July 10, 2019 

3:15-4:15 p.m. 

 

 

Introductions: 

Updates: 

1. PRTF Updates-Discussed concerns with Woodland Hills closing 3 units and limited bed 
availability across the state.  Next PRTF is planned to open early next year.   
 

2. Rule 79 training and quarterly webex’s-Rule 79 training is currently being revamped.  The plan 
is to continue having 50% on line and 50% in person.  Hoping to offer the next training in 
western MN in Sept.  Discussion about quarterly web ex’s.  DHS will consider doing a web ex 
yearly on legislative updates.  For other web ex’s, they will be addressing questions sent in 
between web ex’s and ensure the necessary people from DHS are there for the dialogue.   
 

3. Family Assessment Brass Code discussions-A workgroup has been meeting to discuss the use of 
Brass Code 192 because this is being used to access FAR grant funds but also generating TCM 
hits.  There have been two options that have surfaced.  1).  Disable Brass Code 192 from 
claiming TCM.  This could result in revenue loss after a county’s FAR grant is depleted.  2).  On 
FAR cases, counties could enter Do Not Claims until the FAR is grant is spent down and then the 
DNC could be removed.  There will need to be a system update in SSIS to resolve this issue and 
meetings involving the upgrade will continue.  A Bulletin will be coming out on this to better 
inform counties and to assist counties in finding workarounds to this issue until a system 
upgrade is completed.   
 

4. STAY Grant Changes-Hold until next month.  Lori will invite Kim Lembke to the next meeting to 
discuss this.   
 

5. CP Maltreatment Facility Determination Letters-Notice of Determination letters will be 
updated with the next SSIS version, hopefully in Sept.   
 

6. Other-Kirsten Anderson from Aspire MN reached out to glean insight from some MACSSA 
members on the Foster Care Bill of Rights legislation.  Input has been gathered and Kirsten will 
be pulling a meeting together with Kim Lembke at DHS and some of the youth who helped 
author the bill to discuss proposed language changes.   

 


